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How to start a second body paragraph transition words

A five-paragraph essay is a prose composition that follows a prescribed format of an introductory paragraph, three body paragraphs, and a concluding paragraph, and is typically taught during primary English education and applied on standardized testing throughout schooling. Learning to write a high-quality five-paragraph essay is an essential skill
for students in early English classes as it allows them to express certain ideas, claims, or concepts in an organized manner, complete with evidence that supports each of these notions. Later, though, students may decide to stray from the standard five-paragraph format and venture into writing an exploratory essay instead. Still, teaching students to
organize essays into the five-paragraph format is an easy way to introduce them to writing literary criticism, which will be tested time and again throughout their primary, secondary, and further education. The introduction is the first paragraph in your essay, and it should accomplish a few specific goals: capture the reader's interest, introduce the
topic, and make a claim or express an opinion in a thesis statement. It's a good idea to start your essay with a hook (fascinating statement) to pique the reader's interest, though this can also be accomplished by using descriptive words, an anecdote, an intriguing question, or an interesting fact. Students can practice with creative writing prompts to
get some ideas for interesting ways to start an essay. The next few sentences should explain your first statement, and prepare the reader for your thesis statement, which is typically the last sentence in the introduction. Your thesis sentence should provide your specific assertion and convey a clear point of view, which is typically divided into three
distinct arguments that support this assertation, which will each serve as central themes for the body paragraphs. The body of the essay will include three body paragraphs in a five-paragraph essay format, each limited to one main idea that supports your thesis. To correctly write each of these three body paragraphs, you should state your supporting
idea, your topic sentence, then back it up with two or three sentences of evidence. Use examples that validate the claim before concluding the paragraph and using transition words to lead to the paragraph that follows — meaning that all of your body paragraphs should follow the pattern of "statement, supporting ideas, transition statement." Words
to use as you transition from one paragraph to another include: moreover, in fact, on the whole, furthermore, as a result, simply put, for this reason, similarly, likewise, it follows that, naturally, by comparison, surely, and yet. The final paragraph will summarize your main points and re-assert your main claim (from your thesis sentence). It should point
out your main points, but should not repeat specific examples, and should, as always, leave a lasting impression on the reader. The first sentence of the conclusion, therefore, should be used to restate the supporting claims argued in the body paragraphs as they relate to the thesis statement, then the next few sentences should be used to explain how
the essay's main points can lead outward, perhaps to further thought on the topic. Ending the conclusion with a question, anecdote, or final pondering is a great way to leave a lasting impact. Once you complete the first draft of your essay, it's a good idea to re-visit the thesis statement in your first paragraph. Read your essay to see if it flows well, and
you might find that the supporting paragraphs are strong, but they don't address the exact focus of your thesis. Simply re-write your thesis sentence to fit your body and summary more exactly, and adjust the conclusion to wrap it all up nicely. Students can use the following steps to write a standard essay on any given topic. First, choose a topic, or
ask your students to choose their topic, then allow them to form a basic five-paragraph by following these steps: Decide on your basic thesis, your idea of a topic to discuss. Decide on three pieces of supporting evidence you will use to prove your thesis. Write an introductory paragraph, including your thesis and evidence (in order of strength). Write
your first body paragraph, starting with restating your thesis and focusing on your first piece of supporting evidence. End your first paragraph with a transitional sentence that leads to the next body paragraph. Write paragraph two of the body focussing on your second piece of evidence. Once again make the connection between your thesis and this
piece of evidence. End your second paragraph with a transitional sentence that leads to paragraph number three. Repeat step 6 using your third piece of evidence. Begin your concluding paragraph by restating your thesis. Include the three points you've used to prove your thesis. End with a punch, a question, an anecdote, or an entertaining thought
that will stay with the reader. Once a student can master these 10 simple steps, writing a basic five-paragraph essay will be a piece of cake, so long as the student does so correctly and includes enough supporting information in each paragraph that all relate to the same centralized main idea, the thesis of the essay. The five-paragraph essay is merely
a starting point for students hoping to express their ideas in academic writing; there are some other forms and styles of writing that students should use to express their vocabulary in the written form. According to Tory Young's "Studying English Literature: A Practical Guide": "Although school students in the U.S. are examined on their ability to
write a five-paragraph essay, its raison d'être is purportedly to give practice in basic writing skills that will lead to future success in more varied forms. Detractors feel, however, that writing to rule in this way is more likely to discourage imaginative writing and thinking than enable it. . . . The five-paragraph essay is less aware of its audience and sets
out only to present information, an account or a kind of story rather than explicitly to persuade the reader." Students should instead be asked to write other forms, such as journal entries, blog posts, reviews of goods or services, multi-paragraph research papers, and freeform expository writing around a central theme. Although five-paragraph essays
are the golden rule when writing for standardized tests, experimentation with expression should be encouraged throughout primary schooling to bolster students' abilities to utilize the English language fully. In order to continue enjoying our site, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human. Thank you very much for your cooperation. What
words can be used to start a sentence? How do you start a transition paragraph? What is a transition sentence example? Can you start a sentence with a transition word? Can you start a sentence with because? How do you start your first body paragraph? How do you start a second paragraph? How do you end a body paragraph? What words can I use
to start a conclusion? What is the synonym of transition? How do you connect a sentence? How do we write a conclusion? How do you write first second and third in a paragraph? Each paragraph in your essay should be strong. The right beginning, in this case, is a must-have to make your readers interested in it. Here we have collected all possible
suggestions to start the first and all other paragraphs in your essay. Still, let’s start with the basic tips about words to start a paragraph. Basic Recommendations of How to Start a Paragraph It is always important how do you begin a paragraph. Generally, there are three main approaches to start your paragraph: Use Adverbs Precisely selected
adverbs will make a good start for any paragraph. For instance, the word ‘consequently’ will help you to start shortly and bring the result you want to speak about. The word ‘similarly’ will help you to start by showing connections between two parts of one idea. Another word – ‘conversely’ – will ensure a smooth path to the opposing point of view.
Still, you should also limit yourself to reasonable measures when you start a paragraph with adverbs. Don’t use them too much in each subsequent sentence. Telling ‘However’ and Other Useful Words This approach works for starting all paragraphs except for the first one. The word ‘however can be very useful when you want to start the second or
any next paragraph. Still, this word is not the only one. We can say you even more – it can already be considered a bit overused. So, don’t limit yourself and use other good equivalents to start your paragraph: alternatively; nonetheless; nevertheless; that said; conversely; despite this; alternatively; at the same time. Of course, not all of them have the
same meaning as ‘however.’ Still, you may arrange your context appropriately to include one of them. Using Dependent Clauses Another good solution for starting your paragraph is using dependent clauses. They can organize all things more than nicely. The definite advantage of these clauses is that they provide enough room for developing your
content. Here are a couple of examples of how to start such clauses: as; when; as far as; while; because; in so much. Using dependent clauses can be a good substitution for starting your paragraph from the subject-verb combination only. This way, you have more options to vary in word choices and paraphrasing your sentences. Yes, sometimes, this
search may result in a meeting with your writing block. Still, we suggest you be more free and confident about looking for alternatives for your beginning. This way, your paragraph will sound stronger. In this case, we have prepared a lot of suggestions. Writing Suggestions and Good Paragraph Introduction Words Starting words for a paragraph in
each case will vary depending on your context. Still, they always should perform their role well – guiding your readers through a text. Your content with them should appear coherent and flowing. Also, there should be logical consequences and gradual pass from one idea to another. Words to start a body paragraph in an essay should, in any case,
serve to establish a relationship between ideas in your text. This is especially important when you change ideas. Our suggestion is to take enough time and think about good transitions for your text. Think about such from the position of making a text flowing. To ensure this, you should make an outline for it. List all ideas you want to write about and
look at them impartially. When you see two nearby ideas, think about connecting so smoothly to make your thoughts flow. The best approach here is writing between these ideas and suggestions of words that can suit most. The proper organization of a paragraph also matters. In most cases, paragraph introduction words should be directly before the
main ideas in each paragraph. This way, you inform your readers about the main idea you want to speak about in your body paragraph. You need to reassure this aspect because each paragraph should bring the necessary idea for expanding a topic gradually. All subsequent ideas should be organized by default. Make sure that all subsequent ideas
after the main idea of your paragraph pass logically, and the end of the paragraph completes the general thought you wanted to bring in this paragraph. There is one approach to check your choices of transition words for your paragraphs. You may simply remove such from your text. Is it looking worse? Then you should definitely leave such in your
text. If you have doubts about choosing the best one, select the most appropriate from your point of view – 3-5 will be enough. Choose among these suggestions the most appropriate one and include it in your text. For more clarity about choosing transitions for your text, we suggest you use various editing tools. They will help you in splitting long
sentences and verifying transitions for them. In between these parts of one long sentence, good transition words will always be appropriate. Include them to see how they will work for your ideas. Still, remember that making your text flowing is the most important outcome of using transitions. If you experience difficulties with choosing transitions to
start your body paragraph and all other sentences, we suggest you many groups of examples. Let’s start with the basic ones. Transitions for Expressing Contrasts When you need to compare and contrast two things, these words may serve you well: comparatively; rather; conversely; yet; still; besides; whereas; otherwise; on the other hand; in
contrast; comparatively; other than; although; outside of; however; in comparison; different from; nevertheless; on the contrary; even though; instead; even though; whereas. Transition Words for Adding Extra Ideas If you want to include a new point of view, the next words may be good for that and starting your paragraph: also; as well as; coupled
with; indeed; correspondingly; furthermore; additionally; in fact; another reason; along with; in addition; moreover; identically; likewise; again; similarly; one other thing; whereas; for example. Words and Phrases for Revealing Consequences If you need to illustrate the consequences, you may apply these words to start a paragraph: hence; usually;
generally speaking; for this cause; unquestionably; obviously; otherwise; in these circumstances; for this purpose; otherwise; singularly; undoubtedly; no doubt; of course; for the greatest part; ordinarily; hence; as a consequence; because; particularly; accordingly; due to. Words and Word Combinations for Adding Samples If you need to add
examples to your essay, here is how what words and word combinations, we suggest you use to start a paragraph: chiefly; above all, admittedly; assuredly; especially; certainly; granted. Interesting Phrases and Words to Start a Body Paragraph in an Essay For special cases, you may go away from standard phrases to start a paragraph. They may
sometimes look too noticeable and sound, not very good. So, we suggest these groups of words for your references. Orders and Sequences To show order and sequences between two main points in one paragraph, we suggest you choose among these words and phrases to make such a link smooth. Here they are: with this in mind; in turn; eventually;
in the meantime; to be sure… also… finally; generally… similarly… also; basically… furthermore… lastly; earlier; in the first place… additionally… finally; simultaneously; to start with; for now; for the time being; to conclude with; the next point; first… simply in the same manner… lastly; in time. For Summarizing Let’s say you have a paragraph
closer to the ending of a text and want to summarize some points of view. We have a good suggestion for you in this case: to state it differently; after all; indeed; all points considered; briefly; in essence; on any occasion; in short; in the conclusive review; therefore; on the whole; to summarize; in brief; in summary; lastly; once and for all; conclusively;
in the final; in conclusion; namely; overall; summing up; at the end; Last Suggestions about Words to Start a Paragraph When using transitions, keep in mind that you don’t need to overload your academic paper or essay with them. Doing this may actually distract your readers from grasping the main points of view your text has. Also, try to choose
words that are appropriate for your topic and context. Read your final draft impartially to find out whether it is readable enough. All transition words you use in your text should serve this purpose also. If you have difficulties with that, you may use various free online editing tools or refer to professionals for help.
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